EPPING FOREST 18

TH

AUGUST 2007.

Weather Conditions: Clear and warm at the church, rainy at Loughton Camp
Attending Npeg: Tracy, Mark, Jane, Tina, Andy, Joolz and Julie.
Luton: Andy, Stephanie and Bill.
We obtained a license to investigate Epping Forest as you are supposing to!
Npeg arrived during the day and met up with LPS for the Loughton Camp investigation in the
evening.
The Church of the Holy Innocents, High Beach, Epping Forest.
J: Walking up the road towards the little church - saw a little boy running alongside in amongst
the trees - he seemed eager for us to follow.
We arrived here about approx 4.10pm; Tracy first felt drawn to the north side and then was
drawn to the woods. Andy found something on the step and we decided to do pyschometry
on the time, Tracy first felt it was for protection but looking at it, it looked like a belt buckle, but
felt it should not be removed. Jane felt it was a key to the old gate about 1700’s, lost when
the churchyard was changed, name of William Morris.
J: In the church grounds, kept hearing the word cleansing - got the feeling that the church has
had some problems and has been cleansed recently. Bit of metal found on step psychometry - just tingled in my hand but felt Andy should keep it. Tracy felt this should be
left however so went with that.
In the woods, Tracy felt the atmosphere to be heavier than in the churchyard, more
oppressive. Went to NE side, crossed over wood laying on the floor as Tracy felt it was a
barrier, a protection barrier but when we crossed over it felt a better atmosphere, which was a
surprise, Jane also felt it was a barrier. Tracy and Jane went to the area that looked like a
circle of wood on the floor (eastside), felt sick, large rushing feeling, lots coming, mad rush of
something, feeling of disorientation, felt circle barrier of some description. When Tina and J
had came to this area, they had found a pair of sunglasses on the path and said that Jane
and myself should have seen them, which we did not.
Tina, felt heady and sleepy on first part of woods, after crossing over, felt fresh again, small
butterfly planted by trees, felt to me something recent has been buried there.
Joolz: Once over the steps and on the other side of the church - atmosphere was totally
different. Got a headache almost instantly. Found a piece of black glass on ground and
when I picked it up, got a flash - seemed like I was looking through the eyes of someone
watching while the cleansing was taking place in the church and felt angry about what was
happening - it was the other side of the cleansing. Felt very tired on this side - wanted to go to
sleep. Once out of churchyard - crossed road and felt a whoosh of air against my face - didn't
feel like wind but more like energy. Felt the atmosphere lift and the heavy sleepy feeling had
gone.
There was an obelisk headstone in the churchyard, written in runic, below is a rough
translation of what could be said on the obelisk, George Parnell Menton, 1867-1941.
Writing facing NE: Quick safe journey be sure at the sacred oak all will be protected as its
protected to the final place protecting all and all we hold dear safely on oak journey to the
sacred oak overcoming all distress. Quick journey from earth grave. Life cycle one cycle of
the sun. perfection found quickly in the journey of radical change.
Writing facing SE: protect man. Over coming distress. At the final place. The will of true
seekers open quickly the next life and safely remain in happiness. To meet and join safely
with loved ones to be happy and success in the final position in the war for truth. Victory.
Final place. Join safely together; join safely together, in time our just rewards will come. You
will have protection as secret and karmic energic open up bringing together (female) safely.
Thanks to Kevin for translating this.
LOUGHTON CAMP

Walking down path towards Loughton Camp – J was aware of a dog/wolf like creature with
us. Could hear its panting/breathing. Tina saw a white figure in the woods on the left side
and further up the lane, Bill saw one near the path that leads into the woods. Tracy and Tina
were at the rear of the group and Tracy could hear movement/footsteps near her, sounded
like someone getting up close, while Tina was waiting for Tracy, she felt uncomfortable and
she didnt like standing on the Lane.
First vigil
East of camp, other side of the ditch, Tracy, Tina, Jane and Mark. (9.45pm – 10.15pm)
Lights were seen, Tracy Felt something further back in trees, we all felt like being lifted up,
like on a bank, Jane was seeing lights behind me. Tracy felt someone standing behind her,
taller than her, his head is above my head, and Jane confirmed she should sense the same.
Mark confirmed there was no one behind me, only a tree. Jane saw lights going across,
hanging around, it was not the rain. Tracy felt the male was thinking about doing something,
just before we moved a few feet away from where we were standing. Mark went ice cold
around the tree, when using the emf meter around the tree; Jane noticed it was getting colder
where we were. It was 16.3°C by the tree and 15.9°C away from the tree; it was warmer
where the cold spot was. Jane picked up the name of Robert, asked him to do something; it
was 15.6°C near where we were standing, by the tree. We all saw an area light up, an
orange light, to top of trees, looked really misty, mark could see something swinging, looks
weird, like they are somewhere else, not here in this time, through a different period. It went
and saw another orange light by the board, again, but all saw 4 figures and it was like they
were floating (only 3 people in other 2 groups), out of our time again, the light was like
lanterns, orange colour, this time it light up the board, then it disappeared. Tracy heard an
Argg noise and Mark heard a ha ha ha, like ju laughing. We all saw lights in-between our
group and Luton group and Luton later confirmed they saw the same lights. We also saw
groups on the west side of camp and thought it was the other group. Tracy felt uncomfortable
but Jane didnt. Jane stumbled but didnt know if she was pushed or not. Tracy saw figure in
white top, but not sure it was the others, felt someone was here as could here them. I used
walkie-talkies to confirm where everyone was, got someone on it saying Mark, but everyone
confirmed they did not use the walkie-talkies and say Mark, i thought it was Andy. J then
answered and later said it took her a while to answer as it was in her pocket! Andy talked on
the walkie-talkie but i answered and he could not hear me. We meet up and it was confirmed
no one was in the areas we were seeing lights or the time period thing.
West of camp, J, A and Ju – J: aware of lights in two directions which we assumed to be
torchlight from the other two groups - on regrouping, discovered that both groups were
actually in different places to where we thought and the sound of twigs snapping that we
heard and assumed to be someone from Tracy's group - couldn't have been.
Mound, Andy, Stephanie and Bill, will be doing their own report.
Second vigil
Not sure where they were. J, A and Ju – J: didn’t want to go over to the area where Tracy's
group had just been but once over there felt that was more to do with the fact that the cover
was slightly denser here and it felt more enclosed. Psychological. Saw more lights - a blue
light at one point - three different sets of lights also!! Went back to the board and Tracy
suggested going over to the area she had come from (the mound) - heard marching from up
here. Neither A nor Ju heard this though so couldn’t confirm. Walking back towards car park
- I was sure someone was walking closely behind me and turned round to see who it was but
there was no-one there.
Mound, Tracy, Tina, Jane and Mark (10.30-10.55pm), on the mound, Tracy saw a black
shadow between LPS and us. Jane thinks mound is protected as nothing is on it and
everything is around it. Tracy saw a pinprick of light and Jane saw a shimming light. Tracy
saw a black shadow and heard someone shout but no one else heard it. Tracy saw another
black shadow, Mark felt like we were being surrounded by whats behind us. Tina felt sick,
Tracy saw another pinprick of light, and Jane saw flashes. Mark saw something dart behind a
tree, small greyish, could be animal, Tina still felt sick, Mark was feeling worse. Tracy saw
something go behind the same tree as Mark did, but quite tall, human like. Mark didnt like it
here, all saw flash, in different directions, Mark saw figure behind a tree, like coming towards
us. At 10.45pm we left the mound and stood at the bottom of it. Tina felt better, Tracy was
seeing something on the bank opposite the mound, like mist of figure, felt it was deformed,
Jane also picked up half way up the bank there was a deformed female, nothing much of her

left. At 10.55pm we went back to the board as the other group were already there and sent
them to the mound, while we tried to sense something here, after the time thing we think we
saw.
North of Camp: Andy, Stephanie and Bill. They will be doing their own report for this.
This was an interesting day and plan on going back to this area as there are many other
areas we did not cover on this visit and plan to include these on the next visit, including
Hangman’s Hill and we will re-visit Loughton Camp and hopefully it will not be raining on the
re-turn visit. Batteries were being drained in the group of 4, the batteries had to be changed 3
times.

